Agenda for IEEE IAS NCEPU (Baoding)
Student Branch Exchange Activities on
Innovation and Development

Opening Ceremony (9: 00–9: 30)
1. Welcome Speech by Professor Guo Xiaofeng, Deputy Secretary of
NCEPU Party Committee.
2. Speech by Ms. Wang Lan, Project Manager of IEEE China
Representative Office.

“Approaching IEEE IAS” (9: 40–11: 00)
1. Ms. Wang Lan, Project Manager of IEEE China Representative Office:
The scale and development of IEEE China; the core value of IEEE;
2. Dr. Tony Sebastian, President of IEEE IAS, IEEE Fellow:
The origin, organization and target contribution of IEEE and IAS;
3. Dr. Peter Pal Magyar, President of IEEE IAS Branch and Membership
Department, IEEE Fellow:
The global regional distribution of IAS; the scale and development of
IAS China;
4. Wang Xin, Co-Chairman of the I, II, III and V Districts Student Branch
of IEEE IAS:
Thoughts from working at IEEE IAS.

“Advances in Automotive Electrification” (3: 00–4: 30)
Lecturer: Dr. Tony Sebastian, President of IEEE IAS, IEEE Fellow

IEEE IAS NCEPU (Baoding) Student Branch
Development Round-Table Discussion (4: 40–6: 00)
1. Mr. Wang Jia, Secretary of the NCEPU Youth League Committee:
The development of NCEPU;
2. Mr. Shi Kailun, President of the IEEE and IEEE IAS Student Branch of
NCEPU (Baoding):
Summary of work done by the Student Branch;
3. Comments by guests on the work of NCEPU (Baoding) Student Branch;
4. Exchange ideas on innovation and development.